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Ampelmann Safeguards Offshore Gangways With
MOBOTIX Cameras
Ampelmann provides solutions that

developments, Ampelmann has grown

platform. The systems are installed on
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significantly over the past few years and

ships – offshore workers can safely and

ships onto offshore structures. The com-

now numbers over 300 employees. The

easily board offshore structures to per-

pany has equipped all of its systems with

company initially focused on providing

form the necessary installation and

high-resolution MOBOTIX cameras for

systems to customers working in the

maintenance work. The disembarkation

visual access control, on the recommen-
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hazard. High-resolution cameras let us

spin-off of the Delft University of Tech-
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Blok continues.
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this project, since we greatly prefer using
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our expertise and experience to help our
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offshore structures – even when there
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systems.”
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made by other brands were all larger and

Safety requirements and legislation for
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ted the MOBOTIX camera that we chose

install each Ampelmann system,” exp-

using MOBOTIX cameras is that they pro-
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lains Blok. “The live feed from the MOBO-
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window on this HMI screen. The operator

Holster, Manager of Motion Control Ope-

point. That way, it lets us see whether
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ked with M12D cameras in the beginning.
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since they feature both day and night

really hold their own against the rough

JB Systems is a MOBOTIX partner based

lenses. As a partner of both large and

weather conditions in the offshore area,

in Vlaardingen, Netherlands, that speci-

small companies with critical processes,

and that the day/night switchover works

alizes in industrial automation applica-

we pay a great deal of attention to the

very well. Generally speaking, the came-

tions. The company belongs to the Hoo-

quality of all the products we use. MOBO-

ras we’ve installed worked perfectly,

gendoorn Group, a subsidiary of the

TIX have had an excellent reputation in
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privately held company Batenburg

its field for many years. Moreover, MOBO-

Systems also provides MOBOTIX cameras

Techniek, and employs a total of 850

TIX cameras are generally maintenan-

for Ampelmann’s cargo transfer systems.

people. JB Systems planned and

ce-free, which allows our customers to

These systems consist of combined

developed the electrical control for

save on operating costs throughout the

transfer and lifting systems. The high-re-

Ampelmann’s entire system, including
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solution cameras make it easy to closely

the hydraulic drive. “We use joysticks

follow loads as they are lifted. “They’re

and Siemens HMI software on an indus-
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particularly easy for us to integrate as

trial computer screen to deploy and

“For our company, the best thing about

they are high-resolution, all-in-one video
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solutions with sound, memory, processors and comprehensive video software,”
says Blok. “Moreover, each MOBOTIX

MOBOTIX System In Use
Cameras: (M15)

camera can work fully automatically as
well as with other IP cameras in a network, which increases the number of
potential applications. For example,

Software: MxManagementCenter
MxManagementCenter

we’ve installed an ATEX version with a
special housing for potentially explosive
industrial and offshore environments.”
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